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Abstract
Canonical correlation analysis (CCA) is a fundamental statistical tool for exploring the
correlation structure between two sets of random variables. In this paper, motivated by the
recent success of applying CCA to learn low dimensional representations of high dimensional
objects, we propose two losses based on the principal angles between the model spaces spanned
by the sample canonical variates and their population correspondents, respectively. We further
characterize the non-asymptotic error bounds for the estimation risks under the proposed error
metrics, which reveal how the performance of sample CCA depends adaptively on key quantities
including the dimensions, the sample size, the condition number of the covariance matrices and
particularly the population canonical correlation coefficients. The optimality of our uniform
upper bounds is also justified by lower-bound analysis based on stringent and localized parameter
spaces. To the best of our knowledge, for the first time our paper separates p1 and p2 for the
first order term in the upper bounds without assuming the residual correlations are zeros. More
significantly, our paper derives p1 ´ λ2
k
qp1 ´ λ2
k`1
q{pλk ´ λk`1q2 for the first time in the non-
asymptotic CCA estimation convergence rates, which is essential to understand the behavior of
CCA when the leading canonical correlation coefficients are close to 1.
1 Introduction
Canonical correlation analysis (CCA), first introduced by Hotelling (1936), is a fundamental
statistical tool to characterize the relationship between two groups of random variables and finds
a wide range of applications across many different fields. For example, in genome-wide association
study (GWAS), CCA is used to discover the genetic associations between the genotype data
of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and the phenotype data of gene expression levels
(Witten et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2012). In information retrieval, CCA is used to embed both
the search space (e.g. images) and the query space (e.g. text) into a shared low dimensional
latent space such that the similarity between the queries and the candidates can be quantified
(Rasiwasia et al., 2010; Gong et al., 2014). In natural language processing, CCA is applied to
the word co-occurrence matrix and learns vector representations of the words which capture the
semantics (Dhillon et al., 2011; Faruqui and Dyer, 2014). Other applications, to name a few,
include fMRI data analysis (Friman et al., 2003), computer vision (Kim et al., 2007) and speech
recognition (Arora and Livescu, 2013; Wang et al., 2015).
The enormous empirical success motivates us to revisit the estimation problem of canonical
correlation analysis. Two theoretical questions are naturally posed: What are proper error metrics
to quantify the discrepancy between population CCA and its sample estimates? And under such
metrics, what are the quantities that characterize the fundamental statistical limits?
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The justification of loss functions, in the context of CCA, has seldom appeared in the literature.
From first principles that the proper metric to quantify the estimation loss should depend on the
specific purpose of using CCA, we find that the applications discussed above mainly fall into two
categories: identifying variables of interest and dimension reduction.
The first category, mostly in genomic research (Witten et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2012), treats
one group of variables as responses and the other group of variables as covariates. The goal is to
discover the specific subset of the covariates that are most correlated with the responses. Such
applications are featured by low signal-to-noise ratio and the interpretability of the results is the
major concern.
In contrast, the second category is investigated extensively in statistical machine learning and
engineering community where CCA is used to learn low dimensional latent representations of
complex objects such as images (Rasiwasia et al., 2010), text (Dhillon et al., 2011) and speeches
(Arora and Livescu, 2013). These scenarios are usually accompanied with relatively high signal-
to-noise ratio and the prediction accuracy, using the learned low dimensional embeddings as the
new set of predictors, is of primary interest. In recent years, there has been a series of publications
establishing fundamental theoretical guarantees for CCA to achieve sufficient dimension reduction
(Kakade and Foster (2007); Foster et al. (2008); Sridharan and Kakade (2008); Fukumizu et al.
(2009); Chaudhuri et al. (2009) and many others).
In this paper, we aim to address the problems raised above by treating CCA as a tool for
dimension reduction.
1.1 Population and Sample CCA
Suppose x “ rX1, . . . ,Xp1sJ P Rp1 and y “ rY1, . . . , Yp2sJ P Rp2 are two sets of variates with the
joint covariance matrix
Cov
ˆ„
x
y
˙
“ Σ :“
„
Σx Σxy
ΣJxy Σy

. (1.1)
For simplicity, we assume
EpXiq “ 0, i “ 1, . . . , p1, EpYjq “ 0, j “ 1, . . . , p2.
On the population level, CCA is designed to extract the most correlated linear combinations
between two sets of random variables sequentially: The ith pair of canonical variables Ui “ φJi x
and Vi “ ψJi y maximizes
λi “ CorrpUi, Viq
such that Ui and Vi have unit variances and they are uncorrelated to all previous pairs of canonical
variables. Here pφi,ψiq is called the ith pair of canonical loadings and λi is the ith canonical
correlation.
It is well known in multivariate statistical analysis that the canonical loadings can be found
recursively by the following criterion:
pφi,ψiq “ argmax φJΣxyψ
subject to φJΣxφ “ 1, ψJΣyψ “ 1;
φJΣxφj “ 0, ψJΣyψj “ 0, @ 1 ď j ď i´ 1.
(1.2)
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Although this criterion is a nonconvex optimization, it can be obtained easily by spectral methods:
Define Φ :“ rφ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,φp1^p2s, Ψ :“ rψ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,ψp1^p2s and Λ :“ diagpλ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , λp1^p2q. Then
λ1, . . . , λp1^p2 are singular values of Σ
´1{2
x ΣxyΣ
´1{2
y , and Σ
1{2
x Φ,Σ
1{2
y Ψ are actually left and right
singular vectors of Σ
´1{2
x ΣxyΣ
´1{2
y , respectively.
1.2 Canonical variables versus canonical loadings
For any given estimates of the leading k canonical loadings, denoted by tp pφi, pψiquki“1, the
corresponding estimates for the canonical variables can be represented by
pUi “ pφJi x, pVi “ pψJi y, i “ 1 . . . , p1 ^ p2.
To quantify the estimation loss, generally speaking, we can either focus on measuring the difference
between the canonical loadings tpφi,ψiquki“1 and tp pφi, pψiquki“1 or measuring the difference between
the canonical variables tpUi, Viquki“1 and tppUi, pViquki“1. Here x,y in the definition of tpUi, Viquki“1
and tppUi, pViquki“1 are independent of the samples based on which tp pφi, pψiquki“1 are constructed.
Therefore, for the discrepancy between the canonical variables, there is an extra layer of randomness.
As discussed above, in modern machine learning applications such as natural language
processing and information retrieval, the leading sample canonical loadings are used for dimension
reduction, i.e., for a new observation px0,y0q, ideally we hope to use the corresponding values of
the canonical variables pui “ φJi x0qki“1 and pvi “ ψJi y0qki“1 to represent the observation in a low
dimension space. Empirically, the actual low dimensional representations are puˆi “ pφJi x0qki“1
and pvˆi “ pψJi y0qki“1. Therefore, the discrepancy between the ideal dimension reduction and
actual dimension reduction should be explained by how well tppUi, pViquki“1 approximate tpUi, Viquki“1.
Consequently, we choose to quantify the difference between the sample and population canonical
variables instead of the canonical loadings.
1.3 Linear span
However, there are still many options to quantify how well the sample canonical variables
approximate their population correspondents. To choose suitable losses, it is convenient to come
back to specific applications to get some inspiration.
Motivated by applications in natural language processing and information retrieval, the model
of multi-view sufficient dimension reduction has been studied in Foster et al. (2008). Roughly
speaking, a statistical model was proposed by Foster et al. (2008) to study how to predict Z using
two sets of predictors denoted by x “ rX1, . . . ,Xp1sJ and y “ rY1, . . . , Yp2sJ, where the joint
covariance of pZ,x,yq is
Cov
¨˝»–xy
Z
fifl‚˛“
»–Σx Σxy σxzΣJxy Σy σyz
σJxz σJyz σ2z
fifl .
It was proven in Foster et al. (2008) that under certain assumptions, the leading k canonical
variables U1, . . . Uk are sufficient dimension reduction for the linear prediction of Z; That is, the
best linear predictor of Z based on X1, . . . ,Xp1 is the same as the best linear predictor based on
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U1, . . . Uk. (Similarly, the best linear predictor of Z based on Y1, . . . , Yp2 is the same as the best
linear predictor based on V1, . . . Vk.)
Notice that the best linear predictor is actually determined by the set of all linear combinations
of U1, . . . , Uk (referred to as the “model space” in the literature of linear regression for prediction),
which we denote as spanpU1, . . . , Ukq. Inspired by Foster et al. (2008), we propose to quantify the
discrepancy between tUiuki“1 and tpUiuki“1 by the discrepancy between the corresponding subspaces
spanppU1, . . . , pUkq and spanpU1, . . . , Ukq (and similarly measure the difference between tViuki“1 and
tpViuki“1 by the distance between spanppV1, . . . , pVkq and spanpV1, . . . , Vkq).
1.4 Hilbert spaces and principal angles
In this section, we define the discrepancy between xMpU,kq “ spanppU1, . . . , pUkq and MpU,kq “
spanpU1, . . . , Ukq by introducing a Hilbert space. Noting that for any given sample tpxi, yiquni“1,
both xMpU,kq and MpU,kq are composed by linear combinations of X1, . . . ,Xp1 . Denote the set of all
possible linear combinations as
H “ spanpX1, . . . ,Xp1q. (1.3)
Moreover, for any X1,X2 P H, we define a bilinear function xX1,X2y :“ CovpX1,X2q “ EpX1X2q.
It is easy to show that x¨, ¨y is an inner product and pH, x¨, ¨yq is a p1-dimensional Hilbert space,
which is isomorphic to Rp1 .
With the natural covariance-based inner product, we know both xMpU,kq and MpU,kq are
subspaces of H, so it is natural to define their discrepancy based on their principal angles
π
2
ě θ1 ě . . . ě θk ě 0. In the literature of statistics and linear algebra, two loss functions
are usually used
LmaxpspanppU1, . . . , pUkq, spanpU1, . . . , Ukqq “ sin2pθ1q
and
LavepspanppU1, . . . , pUkq, spanpU1, . . . , Ukqq “ 1
k
psin2pθ1q ` . . .` sin2pθkqq
In spite of a somewhat abstract definition, we have the following clean formula for these two losses:
Theorem 1.1. Suppose for any p1 ˆ k matrix A, PA represents the orthogonal projector onto the
column span of A. Assume the observed sample is fixed. Then
LavepspanppU1, . . . , pUkq, spanpU1, . . . , Ukqq “ 1
2k
›››P
Σ
1{2
x
pΦ1:k ´ PΣ1{2x Φ1:k
›››2
F
“ 1
k
›››´Ip1 ´ PΣ1{2x Φ1:k¯PΣ1{2x pΦ1:k›››2F (1.4)
“ 1
k
min
QPRkˆk
E
“}uJ ´ puJQ}22‰
:“ LavepΦ1:k, pΦ1:kq
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and
LmaxpspanppU1, . . . , pUkq, spanpU1, . . . , Ukqq “ ›››P
Σ
1{2
x
pΦ1:k ´ PΣ1{2x Φ1:k
›››2
“
›››´Ip1 ´ PΣ1{2x Φ1:k¯PΣ1{2x pΦ1:k›››2 (1.5)
“ max
gPRk
min
QPRkˆk
E
”``
uJ ´ puJQ˘ g˘2ı
:“ LmaxpΦ1:k, pΦ1:kq.
Here Φ1:k “ rφ1, . . . ,φks is a p1 ˆ k matrix consisting of the leading k population canonical
loadings for x, and pΦ1:k is its estimate based on a given sample. Moreover uJ :“ pU1, . . . , Ukq and
uˆJ :“ ppU1, . . . , pUkq.
1.5 Uniform upper bounds and minimax rates
The most important contribution of this paper is to establish sharp upper bounds for the
estimation/prediction of CCA based on the proposed subspace losses LmaxpΦ1:k, pΦ1:kq and
LavepΦ1:k, pΦ1:kq. It is noteworthy that both upper bounds hold uniformly for all invertible Σx,Σy
provided n ą Cpp1 ` p2q for some numerical constant C. Furthermore, in order to justify the
sharpness of these bounds, we also establish minimax lower bounds under a family of stringent and
localized parameter spaces. These results will be detailed in Section 2.
1.6 Notations and the Organization
Throughout the paper, we use lower-case and upper-case non-bolded letters to represent fixed and
random variables, respectively. We also use lower-case and upper-case bold letters to represent
vectors (which could be either deterministic or random) and matrices, respectively. For any matrix
U P Rnˆp and vector u P Rp, }U}, }U}F denotes operator (spectral) norm and Frobenius norm
respectively, }u} denotes the vector l2 norm, U1:k denotes the submatrix consisting of the first k
columns of U , and PU stands for the projection matrix onto the column space of U . Moreover, we
use σmaxpUq and σminpUq to represent the largest and smallest singular value of U respectively, and
κpUq “ σmaxpUq{σminpUq to denote the condition number of the matrix. We use Ip for the identity
matrix of dimension p and Ip,k for the submatrix composed of the first k columns of Ip. Further,
Opm,nq (and simply Opnq when m “ n) stands for the set of m ˆ n matrices with orthonormal
columns and Sp` denotes the set of p ˆ p strictly positive definite matrices. For a random vector
x P Rp, spanpxJq “ txJw,w P Rpu denotes the subspace of all the linear combinations of x. Other
notations will be specified within the corresponding context.
In the following, we will introduce our main upper and lower bound results in Section 2. To
highlight our contributions in the new loss functions and theoretical results, we will compare our
results to existing work in the literature in Section 3. All proofs are deferred to Section 4.
2 Theory
In this section, we introduce our main results on non-asymptotic upper and lower bounds for
estimating CCA under the proposed loss functions. It is worth recalling that λ1, . . . , λp1^p2 are
singular values of Σ
´1{2
x ΣxyΣ
´1{2
y .
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It is natural to estimate population CCA by its sample counterparts. Similar to equation (1.2),
the sample canonical loadings are defined recursively by
p pφi, pψiq “ argmax φJ pΣxyψ
subject to φJ pΣxφ “ 1, ψJ pΣyψ “ 1;
φJ pΣxφj “ 0, ψJ pΣyψj “ 0, @ 1 ď j ď i´ 1.
(2.1)
where pΣx, pΣy, pΣxy are the sample covariance matrices. The sample canonical variables are
defined as the following linear combinations by the sample canonical loadings:
pUi “ pφJi x, pVi “ pψJi y, i “ 1 . . . , p1 ^ p2.
We prove the following upper bound for the estimate based on sample CCA.
Theorem 2.1. (Upper bound) Suppose
„
x
y

„ N p0,Σq where Σ is defined as in (1.1). Assume
Σx and Σy are invertible. Moreover, assume λk ą λk`1 for some predetermined k. Then there
exist universal positive constants γ,C,C0 such that if n ě Cpp1 ` p2q, the top-k sample canonical
coefficients matrix pΦ1:k satisfies
E
”
LmaxpΦ1:k, pΦ1:kqı ď C0
«
p1´ λ2kqp1 ´ λ2k`1q
pλk ´ λk`1q2
p1
n
` pp1 ` p2q
2
n2pλk ´ λk`1q4 ` e
´γpp1^p2q
ff
E
”
LavepΦ1:k, pΦ1:kqı ď C0
«
p1´ λ2kqp1´ λ2k`1q
pλk ´ λk`1q2
p1 ´ k
n
` pp1 ` p2q
2
n2pλk ´ λk`1q4 ` e
´γpp1^p2q
ff
The upper bounds for pΨ1:k can be obtained by switching p1 and p2.
Since we pursue a nonasymptotic theoretical framework for CCA estimates, and the loss
functions we propose are nonstandard in the literature, the standard minimax lower bound results
in parametric maximum likelihood estimates do not apply straightforwardly. Instead, we turn to
the nonparametric minimax lower bound frameworks, particularly those in PCA and CCA; See,
e.g., Vu et al. (2013); Cai et al. (2013); Gao et al. (2015). Compared to these existing works, the
technical novelties of our results and proofs are summarized in Sections 3.3 and 6.
We define the parameter space Fpp1, p2, k, λk, λk`1, κ1, κ2q as the collection of joint covariance
matrices Σ satisfying
1. κpΣxq “ κ1 and κpΣyq “ κ2;
2. 0 ď λp1^p2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď λk`1 ă λk ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď λ1 ď 1.
We deliberately set κpΣxq “ κ1, κpΣyq “ κ2 to demonstrate that the lower bound is independent
of the condition number. For the rest of the paper, we will use the shorthand F to represent this
parameter space for simplicity.
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Theorem 2.2. (Lower bound) There exists a universal constant c independent of n, p1, p2 and Σ
such that
infpΦ1:k supΣPF E
”
LmaxpΦ1:k, pΦ1:kqı ě c2
#˜
p1´ λ2kqp1´ λ2k`1q
pλk ´ λk`1q2
p1 ´ k
n
¸
^ 1^ p1 ´ k
k
+
infpΦ1:k supΣPF E
”
LavepΦ1:k, pΦ1:kqı ě c2
#˜
p1´ λ2kqp1´ λ2k`1q
pλk ´ λk`1q2
p1 ´ k
n
¸
^ 1^ p1 ´ k
k
+
.
The lower bounds for pΨ1:k can be obtained by replacing p1 with p2.
Corollary 2.3. When p1, p2 ě p2kq _ Cplog nq and
n ě C pp1 ` p2qp1` p2{p1qpλk ´ λk`1q2p1´ λ2kqp1´ λ2k`1q
(2.2)
for some universal positive constant c, the minimax rates can be characterized by
infpΦ1:k supΣPF E
”
LmaxpΦ1:k, pΦ1:kqı — p1´ λ2kqp1´ λ2k`1qpλk ´ λk`1q2 p1n ,
infpΦ1:k supΣPF E
”
LavepΦ1:k, pΦ1:kqı — p1´ λ2kqp1 ´ λ2k`1qpλk ´ λk`1q2 p1n .
3 Related Work and Our Contributions
Recently, the non-asymptotic rate of convergence of CCA has been studied by Gao et al. (2015,
2017) under a sparse setup and by Cai and Zhang (2017) under the usual non-sparse setup.
Cai and Zhang (2017) appeared on arXiv almost at the same time as the first version of our paper
was posted. In this section, we state our contributions by detailed comparison with these works.
3.1 Novel loss funcitons
We proposed new loss functions based on the principal angles between the subspace spanned by
the population canonical variates and the subspace spanned by the estimated canonical variates.
In contrast, Gao et al. (2017) proposed and studied the loss Lave; Cai and Zhang (2017) proposed
Lmax and studied both Lave and Lmax, where
LavepΦ1:k, pΦ1:kq “ min
QPOpk,kq
E
”
}xJΦ1:k ´ xJ pΦ1:kQ}22 ˇˇˇ pΦ1:kı ,
LmaxpΦ1:k, pΦ1:kq “ max
gPRk ,|g|“1
min
QPOpk,kq
E
„´´
xJΦ1:k ´ xJ pΦ1:kQ¯g¯2 ˇˇˇ pΦ1:k .
Lave and Lmax resemble our loss functions Lave and Lmax respectively. By Theorem 1.1, we also
have
LavepΦ1:k, pΦ1:kq “ 2 min
QPRkˆk
E
”
}xJΦ1:k ´ xJ pΦ1:kQ}22 ˇˇˇ pΦ1:kı
LmaxpΦ1:k, pΦ1:kq “ max
gPRk ,|g|“1
min
QPRkˆk
E
„´´
xJΦ1:k ´ xJ pΦ1:kQ¯g¯2 ˇˇˇ pΦ1:k
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By these two expressions, we can easily obtain
LavepΦ1:k, pΦ1:kq ď 2LavepΦ1:k, pΦ1:kq
LmaxpΦ1:k, pΦ1:kq ď LmaxpΦ1:k, pΦ1:kq (3.1)
However, LavepΦ1:k, pΦ1:kq and LavepΦ1:k, pΦ1:kq are not equivalent up to a constant. Neither are
LmaxpΦ1:k, pΦ1:kq and LmaxpΦ1:k, pΦ1:kq. In fact, we can prove that as long as n ą maxpp1, p2q, if
λk “ 1 ą λk`1, then
LavepΦ1:k, pΦ1:kq “ LmaxpΦ1:k, pΦ1:kq “ 0,
while almost surely LavepΦ1:k, pΦ1:kq ‰ 0 and LmaxpΦ1:k, pΦ1:kq ‰ 0.
To illustrate this comparison, we can consider the following very simple simulation: Suppose
p1 “ p2 “ 2, n “ 3 and Σx “
„
1 0
0 1

and Σy “
„
1 0
0 1

and Σxy “
„
1 0
0 0.5

. In this setup, we
know the population canonical correlation coefficients are λ1 “ 1 and λ2 “ 0.5, and the leading
canonical loadings are φ1 “
„
1
0

and ψ1 “
„
1
0

. In our simulation, we generated the following data
matrices
X “
»–0.0736 1.54961.5390 ´0.0415
0.9331 ´0.4776
fifl
and
Y “
»–0.0736 2.89821.5390 ´1.2214
0.9331 2.5931
fifl .
Furthermore, we can obtain the sample canonical correlations pλ1 “ 1 and pλ2 “ 0.5210, as well as
the leading sample canonical loadings pφ1 “ „´0.96160

and pψ1 “ „´0.96160

. Then Lavepφ1, pφ1q “
Lmaxpφ1, pφ1q “ 0 while Lavepφ1, pφ1q ‰ 0,Lmaxpφ1, pφ1q ‰ 0.
This numerical example clearly shows that the sample CCA can exactly identify that among all
linear combinations of X1 and X2 and all linear combinations of Y1 and Y2, aX1 and bY1 are mostly
correlated. Our loss functions Lave and Lmax do characterize this exact identification, whereas Lave
and Lmax do not.
Moreover, the following joint loss was studied in Gao et al. (2015):
Ljoint
´
pΦ1:k,Ψ1:kq ,
´pΦ1:k, pΨ1:k¯¯ “ E „›››pΦ1:k pΨJ1:k ´Φ1:kΨJ1:k›››2
F

.
Similarly, Ljoint
´
pΦ1:k,Ψ1:kq ,
´pΦ1:k, pΨ1:k¯¯ ‰ 0 almost surely under the special case λk “ 1 ą
λk`1.
3.2 Sharper upper bounds
Regardless of loss functions, we explain in the following why Theorem 2.1 implies sharper upper
bounds than the existing rates in Gao et al. (2015), Gao et al. (2017) and Cai and Zhang (2017)
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under the nonsparse case. Our discussion is focused on Lave in the following discussion while the
discussion for Lmax is similar.
Notice that if we only apply Wedin’s sin-theta law, i.e., replacing the fine bound Lemma 5.4
with the rough bound Lemma 5.2 (also see Gao et al. (2015) for similar ideas), we can obtain the
following rough bound:
E
”
LavepΦ1:k, pΦ1:kqı ď C0 „ p1 ` p2
npλk ´ λk`1q2

. (3.2)
In order to decouple the estimation error bound of pΦ1:k from p2, both Gao et al. (2017) and
Cai and Zhang (2017) assume the residual canonical correlations are zero, i.e.,
λk`1 “ . . . “ λp1^p2 “ 0.
This assumption is essential for proofs in both Gao et al. (2017) and Cai and Zhang (2017) under
certain sample size conditions. We got rid of this assumption by developing new proof techniques
and these techniques actually work for Lave,Lmax as well. A detailed comparison between our
result and that in Cai and Zhang (2017) is summarized in Table 3.2 (The results of Gao et al.
(2017) in the non-sparse regime can be implied by Cai and Zhang (2017) under milder sample size
conditions).
Cai and Zhang 2016 Our work
Loss function Lavepě Laveq Lave
Sample size n ą C
ˆ
p1`?p1p2
λ2
k
` p2
λ
4{3
k
˙
n ą Cpp1 ` p2q
λk`1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ λp1 “ 0 Yes No
Upper Bound Rates p1
nλ2
k
` p1p2
n2λ4
k
p1´λ2
k
qp1´λ2
k`1q
pλk´λk`1q2
p1´k
n
` pp1`p2q2
n2pλk´λk`1q4 ` e
´γpp1^p2q
Perhaps the most striking contribution of our upper bound is that we first derive the factors
p1 ´ λ2kq and p1 ´ λ2k`1q in the literature of nonasymptotic CCA estimate. We now explain why
these factors are essential when leading canonical correlation coefficients are close to 1.
Example 1: λk “ 1 and λk`1 “ 0
Consider the example that k “ 1, p1 “ p2 :“ p " log n, λ1 “ 1 and λ2 “ 0. Then our bound rates
p1´λ2
k
qp1´λ2
k`1q
pλk´λk`1q2
p1´k
n
` pp1`p2q2
n2pλk´λk`1q4 ` e
´γpp1^p2q actually imply that
ELavepφ1, pφ1q ď C p2
n2
,
while the rates in Gao et al. (2017) and Cai and Zhang (2017) imply that
ELavepφ1, pφ1q ď 2ELavepφ1, pφ1q ď C p
n
.
This shows that even under the condition λk`1 “ 0, under our loss Lavepφ1, pφ1q, our result could
imply sharper convergence rates than that in Gao et al. (2017) and Cai and Zhang (2017) if λk “ 1.
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Notice that as aforementioned, when λk “ 1, we can actually prove ELavepφ1, pφ1q “ 0 through
a separate argument. How to improve Theorem 2.1 to imply this result is an open problem for
future research.
Example 2: Both λk and λk`1 are close to 1
Consider the example that k “ 1, p1 “ p2 :“ p " log n, λ1 “ 1 ´ 4
b
p
n
and λ2 “ 1 ´ 2 4
b
p
n
. Then
our bound rates
p1´λ2
k
qp1´λ2
k`1q
pλk´λk`1q2
p1´k
n
` pp1`p2q2
n2pλk´λk`1q4 ` e
´γpp1^p2q actually imply that
ELavepφ1, pφ1q ď C p
n
,
while the rough rates (3.2) by Wedin’s sin-theta law implies
ELavepφ1, pφ1q ď Ccp
n
.
This shows that our upper bound rates could be much sharper than the rough rates (3.2) when
both λk and λk`1 are close to 1.
New proof techniques and connection to asymptotic theory
To the best of our knowledge, none of the analysis in Gao et al. (2015), Gao et al. (2017),
Cai and Zhang (2017) can be used to obtain the multiplicative factor p1´λ2kqp1´λ2k`1q{pλk´λk`1q2
in the first order term of the upper bound, even under the strong condition that λk`1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “
λp1^p2 “ 0.
Following a different path, we do careful non-asymptotic entry-wise perturbation analysis of the
estimating equations of CCA to avoid the loss of precision caused by applying matrix inequalities
in the early stage of the proof. The main challenge is to analyze the properties of matrix hardmard
products, especially to derive tight operator norm bounds for certain hardmard products. We are
particularly luckily to find a divide-and-conquer approach (λk ě 12 and λk ă 12 in the proof of
Lemma 5.4) to decompose the target matrices into simple-structure matrices where we can apply
the tools developed in Lemma 5.6.
The asymptotic distribution of the canonical loadings tp pφi, pψiqup1^p2i“1 has been studied by
Anderson (1999) under the assumption that all the canonical correlations are distinct and λ1 ‰ 1.
Since we focus on subspaces, we only require λk ą λk`1 for the given k. Both Anderson (1999)
and our work are based on analyzing the estimating equations ((5.5)) of CCA. Our analysis is more
involved because completely novel techniques are required to obtain the factor p1 ´ λ2kqp1 ´ λ2k`1q
in the nonasymptotic framework.
3.3 Sharper lower bounds under parameter spaces with fixed λk and λk`1
The minimax lower bounds for the estimation rates of CCA were first established by Gao et al.
(2015, 2017) under the losses Ljoint and Lave. However, the parameter space discussed in Gao et al.
(2017) requires λk`1 “ 0. Moreover, the parameter space in Gao et al. (2015) is parameterized by
λ satisfying λk ě λ, but λk`1 is not specified. In fact, they also constructed the hypothesis class
with λk`1 “ 0 and the resulting minimax lower bound is proportional to 1λ2 .
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However, this minimax lower bound is not sharp when λk and λk`1 are close. Suppose p1 “
p2 :“ p, k “ 1, λ1 “ 12 and λ2 “ 12 ´
b
p
n
. Our minimax lower bound in Theorem 2.2 leads to
infpΦ1:k supΣPF E
”
LavepΦ1:k, pΦ1:kqı ě Op1q.
In contrast, to capture the fundamental limit of CCA estimates in this scenario under the framework
of Gao et al. (2015), one needs to choose λ to capture both λk and λk`1, i.e., λk ď λ ď λk`1 and
hence λ « 1{2. Then the resulting minimax lower bound rate will be p
nλ2
“ Op p
n
q, which is much
looser than Op1q.
Technically speaking, we follow the analytical framework of Gao et al. (2015) and Gao et al.
(2017), but the hypothesis classes construction requires any given λk`1 ą 0 instead of λk`1 “ 0,
and this brings in new technical challenges. More detailed technical discussions are deferred to
Section 6.
4 Proof of Theorem 1.1
Suppose the observed sample of px,yq is fixed and consider the correlation between
the two subspaces of H (defined in (1.3)): spanpU1, . . . , Ukq and spanppU1, . . . , pUkq. Let
pW1,xW1q, pW2,xW2q, . . . , pWk,xWkq be the first, second, ..., and kth pair of canonical
variates between U1, . . . , Uk and pU1, . . . , pUk. Then spanpW1, . . . ,Wkq “ spanpU1, . . . , Ukq,
spanpxW1, . . . ,xWkq “ spanppU1, . . . , pUkq and xWi,Wjy “ xWi,xWjy “ xxWi,xWjy “ 0, for any i ‰ j and
VarpWiq “ VarpxWiq “ 1, for i “ 1, . . . , k.
By the definition of principal angles, we know =pWi,xWiq is actually the ith principal angle
between spanpU1, . . . , Ukq and spanppU1, . . . , pUkq, i.e., θi :“ =pWi,xWiq. This implies that
LavepΦ1:k, pΦ1:kq :“ kÿ
i“1
sin2 θi “
kÿ
i“1
ˆ
1´
ˇˇˇA
Wi,xWiEˇˇˇ2˙ .
Since U1, . . . , Uk, pU1, . . . , pUk are linear combinations of X1, . . . ,Xp1 , we can denote
wJ :“ pW1, . . . ,Wkq “ xJΣ´1{2x B, and wˆJ :“ pxW1, . . . ,xWkq “ xJΣ´1{2x pB,
where B :“ rb1, . . . , bks, pB :“ rpb1, . . . ,pbks P Rpˆk.
By the definition of w, we have
Ik “ Covpwq “ BJΣ´1{2x CovpxqΣ´1{2x B “ BJB
and similarly Ik “ pBJ pB. Then B, pB are p ˆ k basis matrices. Moreover, we have bJi pbj “
xWi,xWjy “ 0, for all i ‰ j. Moreover, we have
Diagpcospθ1q, . . . , cospθkqq “ Covpw, wˆq “ BJΣ´1{2x CovpxqΣ´1{2x pB “ BJ pB.
Notice that spanpU1, . . . , Ukq “ spanpW1, . . . ,Wkq, pU1, . . . , Ukq “ xJΦ1:k, and pW1, . . . ,Wkq “
xJΣ´1{2x B. Then
Φ1:k “ Σ´1{2x BC ñ Σ1{2x Φ1:k “ BC
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for some nonsingular k ˆ k matrix C. This implies that B and Σ1{2x Φ1:k have the same column
space. Since B P Rpˆk is a basis matrix, we have
BBJ “ P
Σ
1{2
x Φ1:k
.
Similarly, we have pB pBJ “ P
Σ
1{2
x
pΦ1:k .
Straightforward calculation gives›››BBJ ´ pB pBJ›››2
F
“ trace
´
BBJBBJ ´BBJ pB pBJ ´ pB pBJBBJ ` pB pBJ pB pBJ¯
“ 2k ´ 2tracepBJ pB pBJBq
“ 2k ´ 2tracepDiagpcos2pθ1q, . . . , cos2pθkqqq
“ 2psin2pθ1q ` . . . ` sin2pθkqq “ 2kLavepΦ1:k, pΦ1:kq
and ›››`Ip1 ´BBJ˘ pB pBJ›››2
F
“ trace
´`
Ip1 ´BBJ
˘ pB pBJ pB pBJ `Ip1 ´BBJ˘¯
“ k ´ tracepBJ pB pBJBq
“ kLavepΦ1:k, pΦ1:kq.
The above equalities yield the first two equalities in (1.4).
Notice that both U1, . . . , Uk and W1, . . . Wk are both orthonormal bases of spanpU1, . . . , Ukq.
(Similarly, pU1, . . . , pUk and xW1, . . .xWk are both orthonormal bases of spanppU1, . . . , pUkqq.) Then we
have uJ “ wJR where R is a k ˆ k orthogonal matrix. Then
min
QPRkˆk
E}uJ ´ uˆJQ}22 “ min
QPRkˆk
E}uJ ´ wˆJQ}22 “ min
QPRkˆk
E}wJR´ wˆJQ}22
“ min
QPRkˆk
E}wJ ´ wˆJQRJ}22 “ min
QPRkˆk
E}wJ ´ wˆJQ}22
“ min
qiPRk , i“1,...,k
E
kÿ
i“1
pWi ´ wˆJqiq2
“ min
qiPRk , i“1,...,k
kÿ
i“1
EpWi ´ wˆJqiq2
“
kÿ
i“1
min
qiPRk
EpWi ´ wˆJqiq2
Notice that minqiPRk EpWi ´ wˆJqiq2 is obtained by the best linear predictor, so
min
qiPRk
EpWi ´ wˆJqiq2 “ VarpWiq ´ Covpwˆ,WiqJCov´1pwˆqCovpwˆ,Wiq
“ 1´ cos2 θi “ sin2 θi.
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Therefore,
min
QPRkˆk
E}uJ ´ uˆJQ}22 “
kÿ
i“1
sin2 θi “ kLavepΦ1:k, pΦ1:kq,
which implies the third equality in (1.4). Similarly,
max
gPRk ,}g}“1
min
QPRkˆk
E
``
uJ ´ uˆJQ˘ g˘2
“ max
gPRk ,}g}“1
min
QPRkˆk
E
``
uJ ´ wˆJQ˘ g˘2
“ max
gPRk ,}g}“1
min
QPRkˆk
E
``
wJR´ wˆJQ˘RJg˘2
“ max
gPRk ,}g}“1
min
QPRkˆk
E
``
wJ ´ wˆJQ˘g˘2
“ max
gPRk ,}g}“1
min
qiPRk, i“1,...,k
E
kÿ
i“1
g2i pWi ´ wˆJqiq2
“ max
gPRk ,}g}“1
kÿ
i“1
g2i sin
2 θi
“ sin2 θ1
Finally, we prove (1.5). By Wedin (1983), we have›››BBJ ´ pB pBJ›››2 “ ›››`Ip1 ´BBJ˘ pB pBJ›››2 “ ›››`Ip1 ´BBJ˘ pB›››2
“ λmax
´ pBJ `Ip1 ´BBJ˘J `Ip1 ´BBJ˘ pB¯
“ λmax
`
Ik ´Diagpcos2pθ1q, . . . , cos2pθkqq
˘
“ 1´ cos2pθ1q “ sin2pθ1q “ LmaxpΦ1:k, pΦ1:kq,
which implies the the equalities in (1.5).
5 Proof of Upper Bound
Throughout this proof, we denote ∆ :“ λk ´ λk`1.
5.1 Linear Invariance
Without loss of generality, we assume p2 ě p1 :“ p. By the definition of canonical variables, we know
that U1, . . . , Up and V1, . . . , Vp are only determined by spanpX1, . . . ,Xp1q and spanpY1, . . . , Yp2q. In
other words, for any invertible C1 P Rp1ˆp1 and C2 P Rp2ˆp2 , the canonical pairs of pX1, . . . ,Xp1qC1
and pY1, . . . , Yp2qC2 are still pU1, V1q, . . . , pUp1 , Vp1q. Therefore, we can consider the following
orthonormal bases
U1, . . . , Up1 P spanpX1, . . . ,Xp1q
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and
V1, . . . , Vp1 , Vp1`1, . . . , Vp2 P spanpY1, . . . , Yp2q.
Here pV1, . . . , Vp1 , Vp1`1, . . . , Vp2q is an orthonormal extension of V1, . . . , Vp1 . Therefore, we know
that pU1, V1q, . . . , pUp1 , Vp1q are also the the canonical pairs between U1, . . . , Up1 and V1, . . . , Vp2 .
Similarly, for a fixed sample of the variables of x and y, the sample canonical pairs
ppU1, pV1q, . . . , ppUp1 , pVp1q are also sample canonical pairs of the corresponding sample of
pX1, . . . ,Xp1qC1 and pY1, . . . , Yp2qC2. This can be easily seen from the concept of sample
canonical variables. For example, pU1 and pV1 are respectively the linear combinations of
X1, . . . ,Xp1 and Y1, . . . , Yp1 , such that their corresponding sample variance are both 1 and sample
correlation is maximized. If we replace pX1, . . . ,Xp1q and pY1, . . . , Yp1q with pX1, . . . ,Xp1qC1
and pY1, . . . , Yp2qC2 respectively and seek for the first sample canonical pair, the constraints
(linear combinations of the two sets of variables and unit sample variances) and the objective
(sample correlation is maximized) are the same as before, so ppU1, pV1q is still the answer. Similarly,
ppU1, pV1q, . . . , ppUp1 , pVp1q are the sample canonical pairs of pX1, . . . ,Xp1qC1 and pY1, . . . , Yp2qC2. In
particular, they are the sample canonical pairs of U1, . . . , Up1 and V1, . . . , Vp2 .
The above argument gives the following convenient fact: In order to bound
Lave{maxpspanppU1, . . . , pUkq, spanpU1, . . . , Ukqq
we can replace X1, . . . ,Xp1 , Y1, . . . , Yp2 with U1, . . . , Up1 , V1, . . . , Vp2 . In other words, we can assume
x and y satisfy the standard form
Σx “ Ip1 , Σy “ Ip2 , Σxy “ rΛ,0p1ˆpp2´p1qs :“ rΛ
where Λ “ Diagpλ1, λ2, . . . , λp1q P Rp1ˆp1 . Moreover
Φ1:p1 “ Ip1 , Ψ1:p1 “
„
Ip1
0pp2´p1qˆp1

,
which implies that
Φ1:k “
„
Ik
0pp1´kqˆk

, Ψ1:k “
„
Ik
0pp2´kqˆk

.
5.2 Upper Bound Under the Standard Form
Under the standard form, by (1.4) and (1.5), we have
LavepspanppU1, . . . , pUkq, spanpU1, . . . , Ukqq “ 1
k
›››pIp1 ´ PΦ1:kqP pΦ1:k›››2F (5.1)
and
LmaxpspanppU1, . . . , pUkq, spanpU1, . . . , Ukqq “ ›››pIp1 ´ PΦ1:kqP pΦ1:k›››2 . (5.2)
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Denote pΦ1:k “
«pΦu1:kpΦl1:k
ff
where pΦu1:k and pΦl1:k are the upper k ˆ k and lower pp1 ´ kq ˆ k sub-
matrices of pΦ1:k respectively. Then›››pIp1 ´ PΦ1:kqP pΦ1:k›››2F “ trace´pIp1 ´PΦ1:kq pΦ1:kppΦJ1:k pΦ1:kq´1 pΦJ1:k pIp1 ´ PΦ1:kq¯ ,›››pIp1 ´ PΦ1:kqP pΦ1:k›››2 “ λmax ´pIp1 ´ PΦ1:kq pΦ1:kppΦJ1:k pΦ1:kq´1 pΦJ1:k pIp1 ´ PΦ1:kq¯
Since
pIp1 ´ PΦ1:kq pΦ1:kppΦJ1:k pΦ1:kq´1 pΦJ1:k pIp1 ´ PΦ1:kq
ĺ
1
σ2kppΦ1:kq pIp1 ´ PΦ1:kq pΦ1:k pΦJ1:k pIp1 ´ PΦ1:kq “ 1σ2kppΦ1:kq
„
0kˆkpΦl1:k
 ”
0kˆk ppΦl1:kqJı ,
we have ›››pIp1 ´ PΦ1:kqP pΦ1:k›››2F ď trace
˜
1
σ2kppΦ1:kq
„
0kˆkpΦl1:k
 ”
0kˆk pΦJ1:kı
¸
“ }
pΦl1:k}2F
σ2kppΦ1:kq , (5.3)
and ›››pIp1 ´ PΦ1:kqP pΦ1:k›››2 ď λmax
˜
1
σ2kppΦ1:kq
„
0kˆkpΦl1:k
 ”
0kˆk pΦJ1:kı
¸
“ }
pΦl1:k}2
σ2kppΦ1:kq . (5.4)
Therefore, it suffices to give upper bounds of }pΦl1:k}2F and }pΦl1:k}2, as well as a lower bound of
σ2kppΦ1:kq.
5.3 Basic bounds
Recall that
Σx “ Ip1 , Σy “ Ip2 , Σxy “ rΛ,0p1ˆpp2´p1qs :“ rΛ.
Then
Cov
ˆ„
x
y
˙
:“ Σ “
«
Ip1
rΛrΛJ Ip2
ff
and yCovˆ„x
y
˙
:“ pΣ “ « pΣx pΣxypΣyx pΣy
ff
.
Moreover, we can define pΣ2p1 as the left upper p2p1q ˆ p2p1q principal submatrix of pΣ. We can
similarly define Σ2p1 .
Lemma 5.1. There exist universal constants γ, C and C0 such that when n ě C0p1, then with
probability at least 1´ e´γp1 , the following inequalities hold
}Σ2p1 ´ pΣ2p1}, }Ip1 ´ pΣx}, ›››pΣ1{2x ´ Ip1››› ď Ccp1n .
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Proof.
It is obvious that }Σ2p1} ď 2. By Lemma 5.9, there exist constants γ, C0 and C1, such that when
n ě C0p1, with probability at least 1´ e´γp1 there holds
}pΣ2p1 ´Σ2p1} ď C1cp1n .
As submatrices, we have }Ip1 ´ pΣx} ď C1bp1n . Moreover,
}Ip1 ´ pΣx} “ }pIp1 ´ pΣ1{2x qpIp1 ` pΣ1{2x q} ě σminpIp1 ` pΣ1{2x q}Ip1 ´ pΣ1{2x } ě }Ip1 ´ pΣ1{2x },
which implies }Ip1 ´ pΣ1{2x } ď C1bp1`p2n .
Lemma 5.2. There exist universal constants c, C and C0 such that when n ě C0pp1 ` p2q, then
with probability at least 1´ e´cpp1`p2q, the following inequalities hold
}Σ´ pΣ}, }Ip2 ´ pΣy}, }Σxy ´ pΣxy}, ›››pΣ1{2y ´ Ip2››› ď Ccp1 ` p2n ,
}pΛ´Λ} ď }pΣ´1{2x pΣxy pΣ´1{2y ´Σxy} ď Ccp1 ` p2n ,
σ2kppΦ1:kq ě 12 , }pΦ1:k}2 ď 32 , σ2kppΨ1:kq ě 12 , }pΨ1:k}2 ď 32 ,
}pΦl1:k}, } pΨl1:k} ď C∆
c
p1 ` p2
n
,
where ∆ “ λk ´ λk`1 is the eigen-gap.
The proof is deferred to Section 5.7.
5.4 Estimating Equations and upper bound of }pΦl1:k}2
In this section, we aim to give a sharp upper bound for }pΦl1:k}2. Notice that we have already
established an upper bound in Lemma 5.2, whereWedin’s sin θ law plays the essential role. However,
this bound is actually too loose for our purpose. Therefore, we need to develop new techniques to
sharpen the results.
Recall that pΦ P Rp1ˆp1 , pΨ P Rp2ˆp1 consist of the sample canonical coefficients. By definition,
the sample canonical coefficients satisfy the following two estimating equations (because pΣ1{2x pΦ andpΣ1{2y pΨ are left and right singular vectors of pΣ´1{2x pΣxy pΣ´1{2y respectively),
pΣxy pΨ “ pΣx pΦpΛpΣyx pΦ “ pΣy pΨpΛ. (5.5)
If we define define
Λ “
„
Λ1
Λ2

P Rp1ˆp1 , pΛ “ «pΛ1 pΛ2
ff
P Rp1ˆp1 , (5.6)
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where Λ1, pΛ1 are kˆ k diagonal matrices while Λ2, pΛ2 are pp1 ´ kq ˆ pp1 ´ kq diagonal matrices.
Then (5.5) imply pΣxy pΨ1:k “ pΣx pΦ1:k pΛ1pΣyx pΦ1:k “ pΣy pΨ1:k pΛ1. (5.7)
Divide the matrices into blocks,
pΣx “
«pΣ11x pΣ12xpΣ21x pΣ22x
ff
, pΣy “
«pΣ11y pΣ12ypΣ21y pΣ22y
ff
, pΣxy “
«pΣ11xy pΣ12xypΣ21xy pΣ22xy
ff
, pΣyx “
«pΣ11yx pΣ12yxpΣ21yx pΣ22yx
ff
where pΣ11x , pΣ11y , pΣ11xy, pΣ11yx are k ˆ k matrices. Finally, we define pΨu1:k P Rkˆk, pΨl1:k P Rpp2´kqˆk in
the same way as pΦu1:k, pΦl1:k. With these blocks, (5.7) can be rewritten aspΣ21xy pΨu1:k ` pΣ22xy pΨl1:k “ pΣ21x pΦu1:k pΛ1 ` pΣ22x pΦl1:k pΛ1, (5.8)pΣ21yx pΦu1:k ` pΣ22yx pΦl1:k “ pΣ21y pΨu1:k pΛ1 ` pΣ22y pΨl1:k pΛ1, (5.9)pΣ11xy pΨu1:k ` pΣ12xy pΨl1:k “ pΣ11x pΦu1:k pΛ1 ` pΣ12x pΦl1:k pΛ1, (5.10)pΣ11yx pΦu1:k ` pΣ12yx pΦl1:k “ pΣ11y pΨu1:k pΛ1 ` pΣ12y pΨl1:k pΛ1. (5.11)
Define the zero-padding of Λ2:rΛ2 :“ rΛ2,0s “ Σ22xy P Rpp1´kqˆpp2´kq.
The above equations imply the following lemma:
Lemma 5.3. The equality (5.7) gives the following result
pΦl1:kΛ21 ´Λ22 pΦl1:k “ B pΦu1:k `R (5.12)
“ ppΣ21xy ´ pΣ21x Λ1q pΨu1:kΛ1 ` rΛ2ppΣ21yx ´ pΣ21y Λ1qpΦu1:k ` rR (5.13)
where
B :“ pΣ21xyΛ1 ` rΛ2 pΣ21yx ´ pΣ21x Λ21 ´ rΛ2 pΣ21y Λ1,rR :“ ppΣ21x R1 ´R3qΛ1 ´ rΛ2ppΣ21y R2 `R4q,
R :“ rR´ ppΣ21xy ´ pΣ21x Λ1qR2.
and
R1 :“ pΦu1:kppΛ1 ´Λ1q ` ppΣ11x ´ IkqpΦu1:k pΛ1 ` pΣ12x pΦl1:k pΛ1 ´ ppΣ11xy ´Λ1qpΨu1:k ´ pΣ12xy pΨl1:k,
R2 :“ pΨu1:kppΛ1 ´Λ1q ` ppΣ11y ´ IkqpΨu1:k pΛ1 ` pΣ12y pΨl1:k pΛ1 ´ ppΣ11yx ´Λ1qpΦu1:k ´ pΣ12yx pΦl1:k,
R3 :“ pΣ21x pΦu1:kppΛ1 ´Λ1q ` ppΣ22x pΦl1:k pΛ1 ´ pΦl1:kΛ1q ´ ppΣ22xy ´ rΛ2q pΨl1:k,
R4 :“ pΣ21y pΨu1:kppΛ1 ´Λ1q ` ppΣ22y pΨl1:k pΛ1 ´ pΨl1:kΛ1q ´ ppΣ22yx ´ rΛJ2 qpΦl1:k.
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The proof is deferred to Section 5.7.
By Lemma 5.2, one can easily obtain that
}R1}, }R2} ď C
c
p1 ` p2
n
.
Recall that
R3 :“ pΣ21x pΦu1:kppΛ1 ´Λ1q ` ppΣ22x pΦl1:k pΛ1 ´ pΦl1:kΛ1q ´ ppΣ22xy ´ rΛ2q pΨl1:k
By Lemma 5.2, we have
}pΣ21x pΦu1:kppΛ1 ´Λ1q} ď C p1 ` p2n , }ppΣ22xy ´ rΛ2qpΨl1:k} ď Cp1 ` p2∆n ,
and
}pΣ22x pΦl1:k pΛ1 ´ pΦl1:kΛ1} ď }ppΣ22x ´ Ip1´kqpΦl1:k pΛ1 ` pΦl1:kppΛ1 ´Λ1q}
ď }ppΣ22x ´ Ip1´kqpΦl1:k pΛ1} ` }pΦl1:kppΛ1 ´Λ1q} ď Cp1 ` p2∆n .
Therefore, we get }R3} ď C p1`p2∆n . Similarly, }R4} ď C p1`p2∆n .
Combined with Lemma 5.2, we have
} rR} “ }ppΣ21x R1 ´R3qΛ1 ´ rΛ2ppΣ21y R2 `R4q} ď Cp1 ` p2∆n
and
}R} ď } rR} ` }pΣ21xy ´ pΣ21x Λ1}}R2} ď Cp1 ` p2∆n .
The proof of the following lemma is deferred to Section 5.7:
Lemma 5.4. If n ě C0pp1 ` p2q, then with probability 1´ c0 expp´γp1q,
}pΦl1:k} ď C
»–dp1p1´ λ2kqp1´ λ2k`1q
n∆2
` pp1 ` p2q
n∆2
fifl .
5.5 Upper bounds of risks
Notice that the inequality (5.4) yields›››pIp1 ´ PΦ1:kqP pΦ1:k›››2 ď }pΦl1:k}2σ2kppΦ1:kq .
By Lemma 5.4 and Lemma 5.2, we know on an event G with probability at least 1´ Ce´γp1 ,›››pIp1 ´ PΦ1:kqP pΦ1:k›››2 ď C
«
p1p1´ λ2kqp1´ λ2k`1q
n∆2
` pp1 ` p2q
2
n2∆4
ff
.
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Moreover, since
›››pIp1 ´ PΦ1:kqP pΦ1:k›››2 ď 1, by (5.2), we have
ELmaxpΦ1:k, pΦ1:kq “ E ›››pIp1 ´PΦ1:kqP pΦ1:k›››2 ď C
«
p1p1´ λ2kqp1´ λ2k`1q
n∆2
` pp1 ` p2q
2
n2∆4
` e´γp1
ff
.
Since pIp1 ´ PΦ1:kqP pΦ1:k is of at most rank-k, we have
1
k
›››pIp1 ´ PΦ1:kqP pΦ1:k›››2F ď ›››pIp1 ´ PΦ1:kqP pΦ1:k›››2
Then by (5.1) and the previous inequality, we have
ELavepΦ1:k, pΦ1:kq “ E ›››pIp1 ´ PΦ1:kqP pΦ1:k›››2
“ E1
k
›››pIp1 ´ PΦ1:kqP pΦ1:k›››2F
ď E
›››pIp1 ´ PΦ1:kqP pΦ1:k›››2
ď C
«
p1p1´ λ2kqp1 ´ λ2k`1q
n∆2
` pp1 ` p2q
2
n2∆4
` e´γp1
ff
.
In fact, the factor p1 in the main term can be reduced to p1 ´ k by similar arguments as done
for the operator norm. The Frobenius norm version of Lemma 5.4 is actually much simpler. We
omit the proof to avoid unnecessary redundancy and repetition.
5.6 Supporting lemmas in linear algebra and probability
Definition 5.5. (Hadamard Operator Norm) For A P Rmˆn, define the Hadamard operator norm
as
|||A||| “ sup  }A ˝B} : }B} ď 1,B P Rmˆn(
Let α1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , αm and β1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , βn be arbitrary positive numbers lower bounded by a positive constant
δ.
Lemma 5.6. Let tαiumi“1 and tβiuni“1 be two sequences of positive numbers. for any X P Rmˆn,
there hold ›››››
«a
αiβj
αi ` βj
ff
˝X
››››› ď 12}X}, (5.14)
and ››››„minpαi, βjqαi ` βj

˝X
›››› ď 12}X},
››››„maxpαi, βjqαi ` βj

˝X
›››› ď 32}X}. (5.15)
Proof. The proof of (5.14) can be found in “Norm Bounds for Hadamard Products and an
Arithmetic-Geometric Mean Inequality for Unitarily Invariant Norms” by Horn.
Denote
G1 “
„
maxpαi, βjq
αi ` βj

,G2 “
„
minpαi, βjq
αi ` βj

The proof of (5.15) relies on the following two results.
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Lemma 5.7. (Theorem 5.5.18 of Hom and Johnson (1991)) If A,B P Rnˆn and A is positive
semidefinite. Then,
}A ˝B} ď
ˆ
max
1ďiďn
Aii
˙
}B},
where } ¨ } is the operator norm.
Lemma 5.8. (Theorem 3.2 of Mathias (1993)) The symmetric matrix´minpai, ajq
ai ` aj
¯
1ďi,jďn
is positive semidefinite if ai ą 0, 1 ď i ď n.
Define γi “ βi, 1 ď i ď n and γi “ αi´n, n ` 1 ď i ď m` n. DefineM P Rpm`nqˆpm`nq by
Mij “ mintγi, γju
γi ` γj .
By Lemma 5.8,M is also positive semidefinite. Again, apply Lemma 5.7 and notice that G2 is the
lower left sub-matrix of M , It is easy to obtain
|||G2||| ď |||M ||| ď 1
2
.
Finally, since G1 ˝B “ B ´G2 ˝B for any B, we have
}G1 ˝B} ď }B} ` }G2 ˝B},
which implies,
|||G1||| ď 1` |||G2||| ď 3
2
.
Lemma 5.9. (Covariance Matrix Estimation, Remark 5.40 of Vershynin (2010)) Assume A P
R
nˆp has independent sub-gaussian random rows with second moment matrix Σ. Then there exists
universal constant C such that for every t ě 0, the following inequality holds with probability at
least 1´ e´ct2 ,
} 1
n
AJA´Σ} ď maxtδ, δ2u}Σ} δ “ C
c
p
n
` t?
n
.
Lemma 5.10. (Bernstein inequality, Proposition 5.16 of Vershynin (2010)) Let X1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Xn be
independent centered sub-exponential random variables and K “ maxi }Xi}ψ1. Then for every
a “ pa1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,anq P Rn and every t ě 0, we have
P
#
|
nÿ
i“1
aiXi| ě t
+
ď 2exp
"
´cmin
ˆ
t2
K2}a}22
,
t
K}a}8
˙*
.
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Lemma 5.11. (Hanson-Wright inequality, Theorem 1.1 of Rudelson and Vershynin (2013)) Let
x “ px1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xpq be a random vector with independent components xi which satisfy Exi “ 0 and
}xi}ψ2 ď K, Let A P Rpˆp. Then there exists universal constant c such that for every t ě 0,
P
 |xJAx´ ExJAx| ě t( ď 2exp"´cminˆ t2
K4}A}2F
,
t
K2}A}
˙*
.
Lemma 5.12. (Covering Number of the Sphere, Lemma 5.2 of Vershynin (2010)). The unit
Euclidean sphere Sn´1 equipped with the Euclidean metric satisfies for every ǫ ą 0 that
|N pSn´1, ǫq| ď p1` 2
ǫ
qn,
where N pSn´1, ǫq is the ǫ-net of Sn´1 with minimal cardinality.
The following variant of Wedin’s sin θ law (Wedin, 1972) is proved in Proposition 1 of Cai et al.
(2015).
Lemma 5.13. For A,E P Rmˆn and pA “ A `E, define the singular value decompositions of A
and pA as
A “ UDV J, pA “ pU pD pV J.
Then the following perturbation bound holds,›››pI ´ PU1:kqP pU1:k››› “ ›››PU1:k ´ P pU1:k››› ď 2}E}σkpAq ´ σk`1pAq ,
where σkpAq, σk`1pAq are the kth and pk ` 1qth singular values of A.
5.7 Proofs of key lemmas
5.7.1 Proof of Lemma 5.2
(1) The proof of
}Σ´ pΣ}, }Ip2 ´ pΣy}, }Σxy ´ pΣxy}, ›››pΣ1{2y ´ Ip2››› ď Ccp1 ` p2n
is exactly the same as that of Lemma 5.1.
(2) Observe that
pΣ´1{2x pΣxy pΣ´1{2y ´Σxy “ pIp1 ´ pΣ1{2x qpΣ´1{2x pΣxy pΣ´1{2y
` pΣ1{2x pΣ´1{2x pΣxy pΣ´1{2y pIp2 ´ pΣ1{2y q ` ppΣxy ´Σxyq.
and }pΣ´1{2x pΣxy pΣ´1{2y } “ pλ1 ď 1. Then
}pΣ´1{2x pΣxy pΣ´1{2y ´Σxy} ď }Ip1 ´ pΣ1{2x } ` }pΣx}}Ip2 ´ pΣ1{2y } ` }pΣxy ´Σxy}.
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Notice that pΛ and Λ are singular values of pΣ´1{2x pΣxy pΣ´1{2y and Σxy respectively. Hence by the
famous Weyl’s inequality for singular values,
}pΛ´Λ} ď }pΣ´1{2x pΣxy pΣ´1{2y ´Σxy}
ď }Ip1 ´ pΣx} ` }pΣx}}Ip2 ´ pΣ1{2y } ` }pΣxy ´Σxy}
ď
˜
3` C1
c
p1 ` p2
n
¸
C1
c
p1 ` p2
n
ď C2
c
p1 ` p2
n
.
(3) Since pΣ1{2x pΦ are left singular vectors of pΣ´1{2x pΣxy pΣ´1{2y , we have }pΣ1{2x pΦ} “ 1, pΦJ pΣx pΦ “
Ip1 and
pΦJ pΦ´ Ip1 “ ´pΦJppΣx ´ Ip1qpΦ. Then we have,
}pΦJ pΦ´ Ip1} “ }pΦJppΣx ´ Ip1qpΦ} ď }pΦJ pΣ1{2x }}pΣ´1{2x ppΣx ´ Ip1qpΣ´1{2x }}pΣ1{2x pΦ}
“ }pΣ´1{2x ppΣx ´ Ip1qpΣ´1{2x }.
As a submatrix,
}pΦJ1:k pΦ1:k ´ Ik} ď }pΣ´1{2x ppΣx ´ Ip1qpΣ´1{2x } ď }pΣ´1x }}pΣx ´ Ip1}
ď 1
1´ }pΣx ´ Ip1}}pΣx ´ Ip1} ď }
pΣ´Σ}
1´ }pΣ´Σ} ď 12
as long as n ě C0pp1 ` p2q for sufficiently large C0. In this case,
σ2kppΦ1:kq ě 1{2, }pΦ1:k}2 ď 3{2.
By the same argument,
σ2kppΨ1:kq ě 1{2, }pΨ1:k}2 ď 3{2.
(4) Recall that
Φ1:k “
„
Ik
0pp1´kqˆk

, Ψ1:k “
„
Ik
0pp2´kqˆk

.
The last inequality in the lemma relies on the fact that pΣ1{2x pΦ1:k and Φ1:k are leading k singular
vectors of pΣ´1{2x pΣxy pΣ´1{2y and Σxy respectively. By a variant of Wedin’s sin θ law as stated in
Lemma 5.13,
›››P pΣ1{2x pΦ1:kpIp1 ´ PΦ1:kq››› ď 2}pΣ´1{2x pΣxy pΣ´1{2y ´Σxy}∆ ď 2C2∆
c
p1 ` p2
n
.
On the other hand,›››P pΣ1{2x pΦ1:kpIp1 ´ PΦ1:kq››› “ ›››pΣ1{2x pΦ1:kppΣ1{2x pΦ1:kqJpIp1 ´ PΦ1:kq›››
“
›››ppΣ1{2x pΦ1:kqJpIp1 ´ PΦ1:kq›››
“
›››ppΣ1{2x pΦ1:kql››› ,
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Here the second equality is due to the fact that pΣ1{2x pΦ1:k has orthonormal columns. Moreover,
ppΣ1{2x pΦ1:kql denotes the lower pp1 ´ kq ˆ k sub-matrix of pΣ1{2x pΦ1:k. Again, by triangle inequality,›››pΦl1:k››› “ ››››ppΣ1{2x pΦ1:kql ´ ´ppΣ1{2x ´ Ip1qpΦ1:k¯l››››
ď
›››ppΣ1{2x pΦ1:kql›››` ›››ppΣ1{2x ´ Ip1q››› ›››pΦ1:k›››
ď 2C2
∆
c
p1 ` p2
n
`
c
3
2
C1
c
p1 ` p2
n
ď C3
∆
c
p1 ` p2
n
.
The last inequality is due to ∆ ď 1. Let C “ maxpC1, C2, C3q, the proof is done.
5.7.2 Proof of Lemma 5.3
The equality (5.10) implies
Λ1 pΨu1:k ´ pΦu1:kΛ1 “ pΦu1:kppΛ1 ´Λ1q ` ppΣ11x ´ IkqpΦu1:k pΛ1 ` pΣ12x pΦl1:k pΛ1
´ ppΣ11xy ´Λ1qpΨu1:k ´ pΣ12xy pΨl1:k :“ R1. (5.16)
Similarly, (5.11) implies
Λ1 pΦu1:k ´ pΨu1:kΛ1 “ pΨu1:kppΛ1 ´Λ1q ` ppΣ11y ´ Ikq pΨu1:k pΛ1 ` pΣ12y pΨl1:k pΛ1
´ ppΣ11yx ´Λ1qpΦu1:k ´ pΣ12yx pΦl1:k :“ R2. (5.17)
The equality (5.8) is equivalent topΣ21xy pΨu1:k ` rΛ2 pΨl1:k ` ppΣ22xy ´ rΛ2q pΨl1:k “ pΣ21x pΦu1:kΛ1 ` pΣ21x pΦu1:kppΛ1 ´Λ1q
` pΦl1:kΛ1 ` ppΣ22x pΦl1:k pΛ1 ´ pΦl1:kΛ1q,
which can be written aspΣ21xy pΨu1:k ` rΛ2 pΨl1:k ´ pΣ21x pΦu1:kΛ1 ´ pΦl1:kΛ1 “ pΣ21x pΦu1:kppΛ1 ´Λ1q
` ppΣ22x pΦl1:k pΛ1 ´ pΦl1:kΛ1q ´ ppΣ22xy ´ rΛ2q pΨl1:k :“ R3. (5.18)
Apply the same argument to (5.9), we obtainpΣ21yx pΦu1:k ` rΛJ2 pΦl1:k ´ pΣ21y pΨu1:kΛ1 ´ pΨl1:kΛ1 “ pΣ21y pΨu1:kppΛ1 ´Λ1q
` ppΣ22y pΨl1:k pΛ1 ´ pΨl1:kΛ1q ´ ppΣ22yx ´ rΛJ2 qpΦl1:k :“ R4. (5.19)
Consider (5.18)ˆ p´Λ1q ´ rΛ2 ˆ (5.19), thenpΦl1:kΛ21 ´Λ22 pΦl1:k ` pΣ21x pΦu1:kΛ21 ´ pΣ21xy pΨu1:kΛ1 ´ rΛ2 pΣ21yx pΦu1:k ` rΛ2 pΣ21y pΨu1:kΛ1
“ ´pR3Λ1 ` rΛ2R4q,
that is pΦl1:kΛ21 ´Λ22 pΦl1:k “pΣ21xy pΨu1:kΛ1 ` rΛ2 pΣ21yx pΦu1:k
´ pΣ21x pΦu1:kΛ21 ´ rΛ2 pΣ21y pΨu1:kΛ1 ´ pR3Λ1 ` rΛ2R4q. (5.20)
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Combined with (5.16) and (5.17),pΦl1:kΛ21 ´Λ22 pΦl1:k “ pΣ21xy pΨu1:kΛ1 ` rΛ2 pΣ21yx pΦu1:k ´ pΣ21x Λ1 pΨu1:kΛ1 ` pΣ21x R1Λ1
´ rΛ2 pΣ21y Λ1 pΦu1:k ´ rΛ2 pΣ21y R2 ´ pR3Λ1 ` rΛ2R4q
“ ppΣ21xy ´ pΣ21x Λ1q pΨu1:kΛ1 ` rΛ2ppΣ21yx ´ pΣ21y Λ1qpΦu1:k
` ppΣ21x R1 ´R3qΛ1 ´ rΛ2ppΣ21y R2 `R4q. (5.21)
This finishes the proof of (5.13).
Plug (5.17) into (5.21), we getpΦl1:kΛ21 ´ rΛ22 pΦl1:k “ ppΣ21xy ´ pΣ21x Λ1qpΛ1 pΦu1:k ´R2q ` rΛ2ppΣ21yx ´ pΣ21y Λ1qpΦu1:k ` rR
“ B pΦu1:k ` p rR´ ppΣ21xy ´ pΣ21x Λ1qR2q.
This finishes the proof of (5.12).
5.7.3 Proof of Lemma 5.4
First, we discuss two quite different cases: λk ě 12 and λk ă 12 .
Case 1: λk ě
1
2
Let
δ :“ λ2k ´ λ2k`1 “ pλk ´ λk`1qpλk ` λk`1q ě
1
2
∆.
Define the pp1 ´ kq ˆ k matrices A by
Aij “
b
λ2j ´ λ2k ` δ2
b
λ2k`1 ´ λ2k`i ` δ2
λ2j ´ λ2k`i
, 1 ď i ď p1 ´ k, 1 ď j ď k
By (5.12) in Lemma 5.3, there holdspΦl1:k “ A ˝ pD1B pΦu1:kD2q `A ˝ pD1RD2q,
where
D1 “ diag
¨˝
1b
δ
2
, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1b
λ2k`1 ´ λ2p1 ` δ2
‚˛
and
D2 “ diag
¨˝
1b
λ21 ´ λ2k ` δ2
, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1b
δ
2
‚˛.
By Lemma 5.6, we have
}pΦl1:k} ď 12}D1B pΦu1:kD2} ` 12}pD1RD2q}
ď 1
2
}D1B}}pΦu1:k}}D2} ` 12}D1}}R}}D2}.
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Recall that }pΦu1:k} ď }pΦ1:k} ď b32 and it is obvious that }D1}, }D2} ď b2δ . Moreover, in the
previous section, we also have shown that }R} ď Cpp1`p2q
n∆
. It suffices to bound }D1B} and to this
end we apply the standard covering argument.
Step 1. Reduction. Denote by NǫpSdq the d-dimensional unit ball surface. For ǫ ą 0 and
any pair of vectors u P Rp1´k,v P Rk, we can choose uǫ P NǫpSp1´k´1q,vǫ P NǫpSk´1q such that
}u´ uǫ}, }v ´ vǫ} ď ǫ. Then
uJD1Bv “ uJD1Bv ´ uJǫ D1Bv ` uJǫ D1Bv ´ uJǫ D1Bvǫ ` uJǫ D1Bvǫ
ď }u´ uǫ}}D1Bv} ` }uJǫ D1B}}v ´ vǫ} ` uJǫ D1Bvǫ
ď 2ǫ}D1B} ` uJǫ D1Bvǫ
ď 2ǫ}D1B} `max
uǫ,vǫ
uJǫ D1Bvǫ.
Maximize over u and v, we obtain
}D1B} ď 2ǫ}D1B} `max
uǫ,vǫ
uJǫ D1Bvǫ.
Therefore, }D1B} ď p1 ´ 2ǫq´1max
uǫ,vǫ
uJǫ D1Bvǫ. Let ǫ “ 1{4. Then it suffices to give an upper
bound max
uǫ,vǫ
uJǫ D1Bvǫ with high probability.
Step 2. Concentration. Let Zα,l “ Yα,l´λlXl?
1´λ2
l
for all 1 ď α ď n and 1 ď l ď p1. Then for
1 ď i ď p1 ´ k and 1 ď j ď k
rD1Bsi,j
“ 1b
λ2k`1 ´ λ2k`i ` δ2
1
n
nÿ
α“1
pλjXα,k`iYα,j ´ λ2jXα,k`iXα,j ` λk`iYα,k`iXα,j ´ λk`iλjYα,k`iYα,jq
“ 1b
λ2k`1 ´ λ2k`i ` δ2
1
n
nÿ
α“1
!
p1´ λ2jqλk`iλjXα,k`iXα,j ´ λ2j pYα,k`i ´ λk`iXα,k`iqpYα,j ´ λjXα,jq
` p1´ λ2j qλjpYα,k`i ´ λk`iXα,k`iqXα,j ` p1´ λ2jqλk`ipYα,j ´ λjXα,jqXα,k`i
)
.
“ 1b
λ2k`1 ´ λ2k`i ` δ2
1
n
nÿ
α“1
!
p1´ λ2jqλk`iλjXα,k`iXα,j
´ λ2j
b
1´ λ2k`i
b
1´ λ2jZα,k`iZα,j ` p1´ λ2jqλj
b
1´ λ2k`iZα,k`iXα,j
` p1´ λ2j qλk`i
b
1´ λ2k`iXα,k`iZα,j
)
.
In this way, tXα,k`i, Zα,k`i, 1 ď i ď p1, 1 ď α ď nu are mutually independent standard gaussian
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random variables. For any given pair of vectors u P Rp1´k,v P Rk,
uJD1Bv “ 1
n
nÿ
α“1
p1´kÿ
i“1
kÿ
j“1
uivjb
λ2k`1 ´ λ2k`i ` δ2
!
p1´ λ2j qλk`iλjXα,k`iXα,j
´ λ2j
b
1´ λ2k`i
b
1´ λ2jZα,k`iZα,j ` p1´ λ2jqλj
b
1´ λ2k`iZα,k`iXα,j
` p1´ λ2j qλk`i
b
1´ λ2k`iXα,k`iZα,j
)
.“ 1
n
nÿ
α“1
wJαAαwα,
where
wJα “ rxJα ,zJα s “ rXα,1, . . . ,Xα,p1 , Zα,1, . . . , Zα,p1s
and Aα P Rp2p1qˆp2p1q is symmetric and determined by the corresponding quadratic form. This
yields
}Aα}2F “
1
2
p1´kÿ
i“1
kÿ
j“1
u2i v
2
j
λ2k`1 ´ λ2k`i ` δ2
!
p1´ λ2j q2λ2k`iλ2j ` λ4jp1´ λ2k`iqp1´ λ2jq
` p1´ λ2jq2λ2j p1´ λ2k`iq ` p1´ λ2jq2λ2k`ip1´ λ2k`iq
)
“ 1
2
p1´kÿ
i“1
kÿ
j“1
u2i v
2
j
λ2k`1 ´ λ2k`i ` δ2
`
1´ λ2j
˘ `
λ2k`i ` λ2j ´ 2λ2k`iλ2j
˘
ď 1
2
˜
p1´kÿ
i“1
u2i
¸˜
kÿ
j“1
v2j
¸
max
1ďiďp1´k
1ďjďk
p1´ λ2j qpλ2k`i ` λ2j ´ 2λ2k`iλ2jq
λ2k`1 ´ λ2k`i ` δ2
ď 1
2
max
1ďiďp1´k
1ďjďk
p1´ λ2kqp2λ2j ´ 2λ2k`iλ2jq
λ2k`1 ´ λ2k`i ` δ2
ď p1´ λ2kq max
1ďiďp1´k
1ďjďk
λ2jp1´ λ2k`iq
δ
2
` λ2k`1 ´ λ2i`k
ď p1´ λ2kq max
1ďiďp1´k
1ďjďk
p1´ λ2k`1q
δ
2
ď 2p1 ´ λ
2
kqp1 ´ λ2k`1q
δ
.“ K2,
where the second last inequality is due to the facts that λj ď 1 and
p1´ λ2k`iq
δ
2
` λ2k`1 ´ λ2i`k
ď p1´ λ
2
k`1q
δ
2
p7 δ
2
` λ2k`1 ă λ2k ď 1q.
Moreover }Aα}22 ď }Aα}2F ď K2.
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Now define wJ :“ rwJ1 , . . . ,wJn s and
A “
»———–
A1
A2
. . .
An
fiffiffiffifl .
Then we have
}A} ď max
1ďαďn
}Aα} ď K, }A}2F ď
nÿ
α“1
}Aα}2F ď nK2
and
uJD1Bv “ 1
n
wJAw, where w P N2p1np0, I2p1nq.
Therefore, By the classic Hanson-Wright inequality (Lemma 5.11), there holds
P
 
n|uJD1Bv| ě t
( ď 2 exp"´c0minˆ t2
nK2
,
t
K
˙*
for some numerical constant c0 ą 0. Without loss of generality, we can also assume c0 ď 1. Let
t “ 4
c0
?
np1K. By n ě p1, straightforward calculation gives
P
"
n|uJD1Bv| ě 4
c0
?
np1K
*
ď 2e´4p1 .
Step 3. Union Bound. By Lemma 5.12, we choose 1{4-net such that
P
$’&’% maxuǫPNǫpSp1´k´1q
vǫPNǫpSk´1q
uJǫ D1Bvǫ ě
ˆ
4
?
2
c0
˙c
p1
n
d
p1´ λ2kqp1´ λ2k`1q
δ
,/./-
ď 9p1´k9k ˆ 2e´4p1 ď 2e´ 32p1 .
In other words, with probability at least 1´ 2e´ 32p1 , we have
}D1B} ď p1´ 2ǫq´1max
uǫ,vǫ
uJǫ D1Bvǫ ď
ˆ
8
?
2
c0
˙c
p1
n
d
p1´ λ2kqp1´ λ2k`1q
δ
.
In summary, we have as long as n ě C0pp1 ` p2q, with probability 1´ c0 expp´γp1q,
}pΦl1:k} ď C
»–dp1p1´ λ2kqp1´ λ2k`1q
nδ2
` pp1 ` p2q
n∆δ
fifl
ď C
»–dp1p1´ λ2kqp1´ λ2k`1q
n∆2
` pp1 ` p2q
n∆2
fifl .
Here the last inequality is due to δ “ pλk `λk`1q∆ ě 12∆. Here C0, C, c0, γ are absolute constants.
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Case 2: λk ď
1
2
By (5.13), we have pΦl1:kΛ21 ´Λ22 pΦl1:k “ GΛ1 `Λ2F ,
where
G :“ ppΣ21xy ´ pΣ21x Λ1q pΨu1:k ` ppΣ21x R1 ´R3q
and
F :“ rIp1 ,0p1ˆpp2´p1qs
”
ppΣ21yx ´ pΣ21y Λ1qpΦu1:k ´ ppΣ21y R2 `R4qı .
Notice that pΣ21xy and pΣ21x are submatrices of pΣ2p1 . By Lemma 5.1, we have
}pΣ21xy ´ pΣ21x Λ1} ď Ccp1n .
Moreover, by }R1} ď C
b
p1`p2
n
, }R3} ď C p1`p2n∆ and Lemma 5.2, there holds
}G} ď C
ˆc
p1
n
` p1 ` p2
n∆
˙
.
Similarly, rIp1 ,0p1ˆpp2´p1qspΣ21yx and rIp1 ,0p1ˆpp2´p1qspΣ21x are submatrices of pΣ2p1 . By a similar
argument,
}F } ď C
ˆc
p1
n
` p1 ` p2
n∆
˙
.
Then
pΦl1:k “ „ λjλk`i ` λj

˝
„
1
λj ´ λk`i

˝G`
„
λk`i
λk`i ` λj

˝
„
1
λj ´ λk`i

˝ F
Here 1 ď i ď p1 ´ k and 1 ď j ď k. By Lemma 5.6, there holds for any X,››››„ λjλk`i ` λj

X
›››› “ ››››„maxpλk`i, λjqλk`i ` λj

X
›››› ď 32}X}
and ››››„ λk`iλk`i ` λj

X
›››› “ ››››„minpλk`i, λjqλk`i ` λj

X
›››› ď 12}X}.
Finally, for any X, „
1
λj ´ λk`i

X “ A ˝ pD1XD2q
where
A :“
»–
b
λj ´ λk ` ∆2
b
λk`1 ´ λk`i ` ∆2
λj ´ λk`i
fifl ,
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D1 “ diag
¨˝
1b
∆
2
, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1b
λk`1 ´ λp1 ` ∆2
‚˛,
and
D2 “ diag
¨˝
1b
λ1 ´ λk ` ∆2
, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 1b
∆
2
‚˛.
Since }D1}, }D2} ď
b
2
∆
, by Lemma 5.6,››››„ 1λj ´ λk`i

X
›››› ď 12}D1XD2} ď 1∆}X}.
In summary, we have
}pΦl1:k} ď C ˆc p1n∆2 ` p1 ` p2n∆2
˙
.
Since 1
2
ě λk ě λk`1, there holds
}pΦl1:k} ď C
»–dp1p1´ λ2kqp1´ λ2k`1q
n∆2
` pp1 ` p2q
n∆2
fifl .
6 Lower Bound: Proof of Theorem 2.2
To establish the minimax lower bounds of CCA estimates for our proposed losses, we follow the
analytical frameworks in the literature of PCA and CCA, e.g., Vu et al. (2013); Cai et al. (2013);
Gao et al. (2015), where the calculation is focused on the construction of the hypothesis class to
which the packing lemma and Fano’s inequality are applied. However, since we fix both λk and
λk`1 in the localized parameter spaces, new technical challenges arise and consequently we construct
hypothesis classes based on the equality (6.1). In this section we also denote ∆ :“ λk ´ λk`1.
6.1 On Kullback-Leibler Divergence
The following lemma can be viewed as an extension of Lemma 14 in Gao et al. (2015) from λk`1 “ 0
to arbitrary λk`1. The proof of the lemma can be found in Section 6.4.
Lemma 6.1. For i “ 1, 2 and p2 ě p1 ě k, let
“
Upiq, Wpiq
‰ P Opp1, p1q, “Vpiq, Zpiq‰ P Opp2, p1q
where Upiq P Rp1ˆk,Vpiq P Rp2ˆk. For 0 ď λ2 ă λ1 ă 1, let ∆ “ λ1 ´ λ2 and define
Σpiq “
«
Σx Σ
1{2
x pλ1UpiqV Jpiq ` λ2WpiqZJpiqqΣ
1{2
y
Σ
1{2
y pλ1VpiqUJpiq ` λ2ZpiqWJpiqqΣ
1{2
x Σy
ff
i “ 1, 2,
Let Ppiq denote the distribution of a random i.i.d. sample of size n from Np0,Σpiqq. If we further
assume
rUp1q,Wp1qs
«
V Jp1q
ZJp1q
ff
“ rUp2q,Wp2qs
«
V Jp2q
ZJp2q
ff
, (6.1)
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Then one can show that
DpPp1q||Pp2qq “
n∆2p1` λ1λ2q
2p1 ´ λ21qp1´ λ22q
}Up1qV Jp1q ´Up2qV Jp2q}2F .
Remark 6.2. The conditon in (6.1) is crucial for obtaining the eigen-gap factor 1{∆2 in the lower
bound and is the key insight behind the construction of the hypothesis class in the proof. Gao et al.
(2015) has a similar lemma but only deals with the case that the residual canonical correlations
are zero. To the best of our knowledge, the proof techniques in Gao et al. (2015, 2017) cannot be
directly used to obtain our results.
6.2 Packing Number and Fano’s Lemma
The following result on the packing number is based on the metric entropy of the Grassmannian
manifold Gpk, rq due to Szarek (1982). We use the version adapted from Lemma 1 of Cai et al.
(2013) which is also used in Gao et al. (2015).
Lemma 6.3. For any fixed U0 P Opp, kq and Bǫ0 “ tU P Opp, kq : }UUJ ´ U0UJ0 }F ď ǫ0u with
ǫ0 P p0,
a
2rk ^ pp´ kqs q. Define the semi-metric ρp¨, ¨q on Bǫ0 by
ρpU1,U2q “ }U1UJ1 ´U2UJ2 }F .
Then there exists universal constant C such that for any α P p0, 1q, the packing number
MpBǫ0 , ρ, αǫ0q satisfies
MpBǫ0 , ρ, αǫ0q ě
ˆ
1
Cα
˙kpp´kq
.
The following corollary is used to prove the lower bound.
Corollary 6.4. If we change the set in Lemma 6.3 to rBǫ0 “ tU P Opp, kq : }U ´U0}F ď ǫ0u, then
we still have
Mp rBǫ0 , ρ, αǫ0q ě ˆ 1Cα
˙kpp´kq
.
Proof. Apply Lemma 6.3 to Bǫ0 , there exists U1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,Un with n ě p1{Cαqkpp´kq such that
}UiUJi ´U0UJ0 }F ď ǫ0, 1 ď i ď n, }UiUJi ´UjUJj }F ě αǫ0, 1 ď i ď j ď n.
Define rUi “ arg min
UPtUiQ, QPOpkqu
}U ´U0}F , by Lemma 6.5,
} rUi ´U0}F ď } rUi rUJi ´U0UJ0 }F ď ǫ0.
Therefore, rU1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rUn P rBǫ0 and
} rUi rUJi ´ rUj rUJj }F “ }UiUJi ´UjUJj }F ě αǫ0.
which implies,
Mp rBǫ0 , ρ, αǫ0q ě n ě ˆ 1Cα
˙kpp´kq
.
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Lemma 6.5. For any matrices U1,U2 P Opp, kq,
inf
QPOpk,kq
}U1 ´U2Q}F ď }PU1 ´ PU2}F
Proof. By definition
}U1 ´U2Q}2F “ 2k ´ 2trpUJ1 U2Qq
Let UJ1 U2 “ UDV J be the singular value decomposition. Then V UJ P Opk, kq and
inf
QPOpk,kq
}U1 ´U2Q}2F ď 2k ´ 2trpUJ1 U2V UJq
“ 2k ´ 2trpUDUJq
“ 2k ´ 2trpDq.
On the other hand,
}PU1 ´ PU2}2F “ }U1UJ1 ´U2UJ2 }2F
“ 2k ´ 2trpU1UJ1 U2UJ2 q
“ 2k ´ 2trpUJ1 U2UJ2 U1q
“ 2k ´ 2trpD2q.
Since U1,U2 P Opp, kq, }UJ1 U2} ď 1 and therefore all the diagonal elements of D is less than 1,
which implies that trpDq ě trpD2q and
inf
QPOpk,kq
}U1 ´U2Q}2F ď }PU1 ´PU2}2F .
Lemma 6.6 (Fano’s Lemma Yu (1997)). Let pΘ, ρq be a (semi)metric space and tPθ : θ P Θu a
collection of probability measures. For any totally bounded T Ă Θ, denote MpT, ρ, ǫq the ǫ-packing
number of T with respect to the metric ρ, i.e. , the maximal number of points in T whoese pairwise
minimum distance in ρ is at least ǫ. Define the Kullback-Leibler diameter of T by
dKLpT q “ sup
θ,θ1PT
DpPθ||Pθ1q.
Then,
infpθ supθPΘ Eθ
”
ρ2ppθ, θqı ě sup
TĂΘ
sup
ǫą0
ǫ2
4
´
1´ dKLpT q ` log 2
log MpT, ρ, ǫq
¯
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6.3 Proof of Lower Bound
For any fixed
“
Up0q, Wp0q
‰ P Opp1, p1q and “Vp0q, Zp0q‰ P Opp2, p1q where Up0q P Rp1ˆk,Vp0q P
R
p2ˆk,Wp0q P Rp1ˆpp1´kq,Vp0q P Rp2ˆpp2´kq, define
Hǫ0 “
!`
U ,W ,V ,Z
˘
:
“
U , W
‰ P Opp1, p1q with U P Rp1ˆk, “V , Z‰ P Opp2, p1q
with V P Rp2ˆk, }U ´Up0q}F ď ǫ0, rU ,W s
«
V J
ZJ
ff
“ rUp0q,Wp0qs
«
V Jp0q
ZJp0q
ff)
.
For any fixed Σx P Sp1` ,Σy P Sp2` with κpΣxq “ κx, κpΣyq “ κy, consider the parametrization
Σxy “ ΣxΦΛΨJΣy, for 0 ď λk`1 ă λk ă 1, define
Tǫ0 “
!
Σ “
«
Σx Σ
1{2
x pλkUV J ` λk`1WZJqΣ1{2y
Σ
1{2
y pλkV UJ ` λk`1ZWJqΣ1{2x Σy
ff
,
Φ “ Σ´1{2x rU ,W s,Ψ “ Σ´1{2y rV ,Zs,
`
U ,W ,V ,Z
˘ P Hǫ0).
It is straightforward to verify that Tǫ0 Ă Fpp1, p2, k, λk, λk`1, κx, κyq. For any Σpiq P Tǫ0 , i “ 1, 2,
they yield to the parametrization,
Σpiq “
«
Σx Σ
1{2
x pλkUpiqV Jpiq ` λk`1WpiqZJpiqqΣ
1{2
y
Σ
1{2
y pλkVpiqUJpiq ` λk`1ZpiqWJpiqqΣ
1{2
x Σy
ff
,
where
`
Upiq,Wpiq,Vpiq,Zpiq
˘ P Hǫ0 and the leading-k canonical vectors are Φpiq1:k “ Σ´1{2x Upiq,Ψpiq1:k “
Σ
´1{2
y Vpiq. We define a semi-metric on Tǫ0 as
ρpΣp1q,Σp2qq “
›››P
Σ
1{2
x Φ
p1q
1:k
´ P
Σ
1{2
x Φ
p2q
1:k
›››
F
“
›››PUp1q ´ PUp2q›››
F
.
By Lemma 6.1,
DpPΣ1||PΣ2q “
n∆2p1` λkλk`1q
2p1 ´ λ2kqp1´ λ2k`1q
}Up1qV Jp1q ´Up2qV Jp2q}2F .
Further by the definition of dKLpT q,
dKLpT q “ n∆
2p1` λkλk`1q
2p1´ λ2kqp1´ λ2k`1q
sup
Σp1q,Σp2qPTǫ0
}Up1qV Jp1q ´Up2qV Jp2q}2F . (6.2)
To bound the Kullback-Leibler diameter, for any Σp1q,Σp2q P Tǫ0 , by definition,
rUp1q,Wp1qs
«
V Jp1q
ZJp1q
ff
“ rUp2q,Wp2qs
«
V Jp2q
ZJp2q
ff
,
which implies that they are singular value decompositions of the same matrix. Therefore, there
exists Q P Opp1, p1q such that
rUp2q,Wp2qs “ rUp1q,Wp1qsQ , rVp2q,Zp2qs “ rVp1q,Zp1qsQ. (6.3)
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Decompose Q into four blocks such that
Q “
„
Q11 Q12
Q21 Q22

.
Substitute into (6.3),
Up2q “ Up1qQ11 `Wp1qQ21, Vp2q “ Vp1qQ11 `Zp1qQ21.
Then,
}Up2q ´Up1q}2F “ }Up1qpQ11 ´ Ikq `Wp1qQ21}2F
“ }Up1qpQ11 ´ Ikq}2F ` }Wp1qQ21}2F
“ }Q11 ´ Ik}2F ` }Q21}2F .
The second equality is due to the fact that Up1q and Wp1q have orthogonal column space and the
third equality is valid because Up1q,Wp1q P Opp1, kq. By the same argument, we will have
}Vp2q ´ Vp1q}2F “ }Q11 ´ Ik}2F ` }Q21}2F .
Notice that
}Up1qV Jp1q ´Up2qV Jp2q}2F “ }pUp1q ´Up2qqVp1q `Up2qpVp1q ´ Vp2qq}2F
ď 2}Up1q ´Up2q}2F ` 2}Vp1q ´ Vp2q}2F
“ 4}pUp1q ´Up2qq}2F
ď 8 `}pUp1q ´Up0qq}2F ` }pUp0q ´Up2qq}2F ˘
ď 16ǫ20.
Then, substitute into (6.2)
dKLpT q ď 8n∆
2p1` λkλk`1q
p1´ λ2kqp1 ´ λ2k`1q
ǫ20. (6.4)
Let Bǫ0 “ tU P Opp1, kq : }U ´ Up0q}F ď ǫ0u. Under the semi-metric rρpUp1q,Up2qq “ }Up1qUJp1q ´
Up2qUJp2q}F , we claim that the packing number ofHǫ0 is lower bounded by the packing number of Bǫ0 .
To prove this claim, it suffices to show that for any U P Bǫ0 , there exists corresponding W ,V ,Z
such that pU ,W ,V ,Zq P Hǫ0 . First of all, by definition, }U´U0}F ď ǫ0. LetW P Opp1, p1´kq be
the orthogonal complement of U . Then rU ,W s P Opp1, p1q and therefore there exists Q P Opp1, p1q
such that
rU ,W s “ rUp0q,Wp0qsQ.
Set rV ,Zs “ rVp0q,Zp0qsQ P Opp2, p1q, then
rU ,W s
«
V J
ZJ
ff
“ rUp0q,Wp0qs
«
V Jp0q
ZJp0q
ff
,
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which implies pU ,W ,V ,Zq P Hǫ0 . Let
ǫ “ αǫ0 “ c
¨˝a
k ^ pp1 ´ kq ^
d
p1´ λ2kqp1´ λ2k`1q
n∆2p1` λkλk`1q kpp1 ´ kq
‚˛,
where c P p0, 1q depends on α and is chosen small enough such that ǫ0 “ ǫ{α P p0,
a
2rk ^ pp1 ´ kqs q.
By Corollary 6.4,
MpTǫ0 , ρ, αǫ0q “MpHǫ0 , rρ, αǫ0q ěMpBǫ0 , rρ, αǫ0q ě ˆ 1Cα
˙kpp1´kq
.
Apply Lemma 6.6 with Tǫ0 , ρ, ǫ,
infpΦ1:k supΣPF E
„ ›››P
Σ
1{2
x
pΦ1:k ´ PΣ1{2x Φ1:k
›››2
F

ě sup
TĂΘ
sup
ǫą0
ǫ2
4
˜
1´ 8c
2kpp1 ´ kq ` log2
kpp1 ´ kqlog 1Cα
¸
.
Choose α small enough such that
1´ 8c
2kpp1 ´ kq ` log2
kpp1 ´ kqlog 1Cα
ě 1
2
.
Then the lower bound is reduced to
infpΦ1:k supΣPF E
„ ›››P
Σ
1{2
x
pΦ1:k ´ PΣ1{2x Φ1:k
›››2
F

ě c
2
8
#
p1´ λ2kqp1 ´ λ2k`1q
n∆2p1` λkλk`1q kpp1 ´ kq ^ k ^ pp1 ´ kq
+
ě C2k
#˜
p1´ λ2kqp1´ λ2k`1q
∆2
p1 ´ k
n
¸
^ 1^ p1 ´ k
k
+
By symmetry,
infpΨ1:k supΣPF E
„ ›››P
Σ
1{2
y
pΨ1:k ´ PΣ1{2y Ψ1:k
›››2
F

ě C2k
#˜
p1´ λ2kqp1´ λ2k`1q
∆2
p1 ´ k
n
¸
^ 1^ p1 ´ k
k
+
The lower bound for operator norm error can be immediately obtained by noticing that P
Σ
1{2
y
pΨ1:k´
P
Σ
1{2
y Ψ1:k
has at most rank 2k and›››P
Σ
1{2
x
pΦ1:k ´ PΣ1{2x Φ1:k
›››2 ě 1
2k
›››P
Σ
1{2
x
pΦ1:k ´ PΣ1{2x Φ1:k
›››2
F
6.4 Proof of Lemma 6.1
By simple algebra, the Kullback-Leibler divergence between two multivariate gaussian distributions
satisfies
DpPΣp1q ||PΣp2qq “
n
2
!
Tr
´
Σ´1p2qpΣp1q ´Σp2qq
¯
´ log detpΣ´1p2qΣp1qq
)
.
Notice that
Σpiq “
«
Σ
1{2
x
Σ
1{2
y
ff
Ωpiq
«
Σ
1{2
x
Σ
1{2
y
ff
,
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where
Ωpiq “
«
Ip1 λ1UpiqV Jpiq ` λ2WpiqZJpiq
λ1VpiqUJpiq ` λ2ZpiqWJpiq Ip2
ff
.
Then,
DpPΣp1q ||PΣp2qq “
n
2
!
TrpΩ´1p2qΩp1qq ´ pp1 ` p2q ´ log detpΩ´1p2qΩp1qq
)
.
Also notice that
Ωpiq “
„
Ip1
Ip2

` λ1
2
„
Upiq
Vpiq
 ”
UJpiq V
J
piq
ı
´ λ1
2
„
Upiq
´Vpiq
 ”
UJpiq ´V Jpiq
ı
`λ2
2
„
Wpiq
Zpiq
 ”
WJpiq Z
J
piq
ı
´ λ2
2
„
Wpiq
´Zpiq
 ”
WJpiq ´ZJpiq
ı
.
Therefore Ωp1q,Ωp2q share the same set of eigenvalues: 1 ` λ1 with multiplicity k, 1 ´ λ1 with
multiplicity k, 1`λ2 with multiplicity p1´k, 1´λ2 with multiplicity p1´k and 1 with multiplicity
2pp2´ p1q. This implies log detpΩ´1p2qΩp1qqq “ 0. On the other hand, by block inversion formula, we
can compute
Ω´1p2q “
»–Ip1 ` λ211´λ21Up2qUJp2q ` λ221´λ2Wp2qWJp2q ´ λ11´λ21Up2qV Jp2q ´ λ21´λ2Wp2qZJp2q
´ λ1
1´λ2
1
Vp2qUJp2q ´ λ21´λ2Zp2qWJp2q Ip2 `
λ2
1
1´λ2
1
Vp2qV Jp2q `
λ2
2
1´λ2Zp2qZ
J
p2q
fifl .
Divide Ω´1p2qΩp1q into blocks such that
Ω´1p2qΩp1q “
„
J11 J12
J21 J22

where J11 P Rp1ˆp1 , J22 P Rp2ˆp2 ,
and
J11 “ λ
2
1
1´ λ21
pUp2qUJp2q ´Up2qV Jp2qVp1qUJp1qq `
λ22
1´ λ22
pWp2qWp2q ´Wp2qZJp2qZp1qWJp1qq
´ λ1λ2
1´ λ21
pUp2qV Jp2qZp1qWJp1qq ´
λ1λ2
1´ λ22
pWp2qZJp2qVp1qUJp1qq
J22 “ λ
2
1
1´ λ21
pVp2qV Jp2q ´ Vp2qUJp2qUp1qV Jp1qq `
λ22
1´ λ22
pZp2qZp2q ´Zp2qWJp2qWp1qZJp1qq
´ λ1λ2
1´ λ21
pVp2qUJp2qWp1qZJp1qq ´
λ1λ2
1´ λ22
pZp2qWJp2qUp1qV Jp1qq.
We spell out the algebra for trpJ11q, and trpJ22q can be computed in exactly the same fashion.
trpUp2qUJp2q ´Up2qV Jp2qVp1qUJp1qq “
1
2
trpUp2qV Jp2qVp2qUJp2q `Up1qV Jp1qVp1qUJp1q ´ 2Up2qV Jp2qVp1qUJp1qq
“ 1
2
}Up1qV Jp1q ´Up2qVp2q}2F .
Similarly,
trpWp2qWp2q ´Wp2qZJp2qZp1qWJp1qq “
1
2
}Wp1qZJp1q ´Wp2qZp2q}2F .
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By the assumption (6.1), i.e., Up1qV Jp1q `Wp1qZJp1q “ Up2qV Jp2q `Wp2qZJp2q, we have
trpWp2qWp2q ´Wp2qZJp2qZp1qWJp1qq “
1
2
}Up1qV Jp1q ´Up2qVp2q}2F .
Further,
trpUp2qV Jp2qZp1qWJp1qq “ tr
´
Up2qV Jp2qpUp2qV Jp2q `Wp2qZJp2q ´Up1qV Jp1qqJ
¯
“ tr
´
Up2qV Jp2qpUp2qV Jp2q ´Up1qV Jp1qqJ
¯
“ 1
2
}Up1qV Jp1q ´Up2qVp2q}2F ,
and by the same argument,
trpWp2qZJp2qVp1qUJp1qq “
1
2
}Up1qV Jp1q ´Up2qVp2q}2F .
Sum these equations,
trpJ11q “ 1
2
"
λ21
1´ λ21
` λ
2
2
1´ λ22
´ λ1λ2
1´ λ21
´ λ1λ2
1´ λ22
*
}Up1qV Jp1q ´Up2qVp2q}2F
“ ∆
2p1` λ1λ2q
2p1 ´ λ21qp1´ λ22q
}Up1qV Jp1q ´Up2qVp2q}2F .
Repeat the argument for J22, one can show that
trpJ22q “ trpJ11q “ ∆
2p1` λ1λ2q
2p1 ´ λ21qp1´ λ22q
}Up1qV Jp1q ´Up2qVp2q}2F .
Therefore,
DpPΣp1q ||PΣp2qq “
n
2
trpΩ´1p2qΩp1qq “
n
2
ptrpJ11q ` trpJ22qq
“ n∆
2p1` λ1λ2q
2p1 ´ λ21qp1´ λ22q
}Up1qV Jp1q ´Up2qVp2q}2F .
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